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Driving & Walking Teuri

Driving & Walking Yagishiri

countless seabirds, towering cliffs, top-class sea urchin
Watch clouds of rhinoceros auklet fly home at sundown 
then look back on your island adventure while you relax 
on the return ferry.

A virgin yew forest and herds of Suffolk sheep are part of the naturally 
gentle flow of time of Yagishiri Island. Let the waves rock you to sleep 
on the return ferry. 

offshore island home to seabirds, virgin yew forest, Suffolk sheep and delicious sea urchin 
If you’re new to NW Hokkaido please check out the navigation videos!
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Yagishiri Museum of Local History

Yagishiri Ferry Terminal

rental bicycles / taxi tours

Teuri Ferry Terminal

stand of Yew Trees
Designated a natural treasure of Japan, 
the virgin stand of yew trees on Yagishiri 
grow low and wide; the result of high winds 
and heavy snow.

Seabird observation
facility. 

footpath of nature

Located at the clifftop 
and equipped with 
free binoculars.

The gateway to Teuri, 
the terminal also houses 
the tourist information 
center. Café and 
car/bicycle rental shop 
located nearby.

Yagishiri is the first island stop after 
leaving Haboro. Taxi tours are available 
for hire in season. The tourist information 
center is located inside.

Kaiyumaru
Located to the left 
of the Teuri Ferry 
Terminal. The tuna 
on rice is popular.

Kannonnzaki
observation deck
The view from here is 
fabulous. Don’t miss 
the unique 
heart-shaped cliff wall.  

This woodchip path
in central Teuri is a 
delightful stroll.
Listen to calling birds 
as you reconnect with 
nature.

Built in 1900, 
this building is a 
tangible cultural 
property of 
Hokkaido.

Navigation
video

Ororon Rental
Located to the left 
of the terminal, 
the 2nd floor 
houses the local 
museum of Teuri.
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Navigation
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Navigation
video

Navigation
video

next to the Yagishiri Ferry
Terminal

Navigation
video
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shopping

side-trip
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edible supplies
for campers camping site day-trip

hot spring activities cycle route

TEL:0164-62-6666 FAX:0164-62-6666
www.haboro.tv/Haboro cho Minami machi 1 banchi 1

Haboro Board of Tourism Teuri Island Tourist Information Center

TEL:01648-3-5401
April~late August (*closed winters)

Driving & Walking

天売・焼尻
offshore island home to seabirds,

virgin yew forestSuffolk sheep
and delicious sea urchin

Ororon Map Included

Ororon Map
Produced by: Rumoi Tourist Federation
(office) Hokkaido Rumoi City Funaba Cho 2 chome  (Co.,Ltd.) FM Moeru  TEL: 0164-42-3871
Updated in Oct. of 2023　 Contact the Rumoi Tourist Federation for more info. 
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Cycle Route Hokkaido “Ororon Line Cycle Route”9

サイクルルートサイクルルート
Navigation
video 9

Yagishiri Island Tourist Information Center

TEL:01648-2-3993
April~late August (*closed winters)
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cycle routecycle route
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Taka no Su Park
Enjoy the 360 °
panorama view of 
Hokkaido, Yagishiri and 
the Sea of Japan from a 
lofty 100m a.s.l. (public 
restroom available)

Walking in Teuri / Yagishir i
Teuri /Yagishiri ＰＲ video

please check all the
Rumoi area PR videos

Akaiwa observation deck
Located near Akaiwa, 
the 48 meter rock 
tower. Observe 
nesting rhinoceros 
auklet from this 
deck. (May~July)

Navigation
video

Rhinoceros
Auklet

night tour
Navigation
video

Umi no Uchukan
(Seabird Information
  Center)
cafe and goods 
sales corner.

Navigation
video



Teuri IslandTeuri Island

Yagishiri IslandYagishiri Island

Teuri Island, the location of
breeding grounds for 8 types of
sea-birds, was designated as
a natural treasure in 1938.
This location was also designated
as a wildlife reserve in 1982. 

Teuri Island, the location of
breeding grounds for 8 types of
sea-birds, was designated as
a natural treasure in 1938.
This location was also designated
as a wildlife reserve in 1982. 

Common murre
(order Charadriiformes
Alcidae)  
The only breeding ground
for this endangered
species is on Teuri Island. 

Common murre
(order Charadriiformes
Alcidae)  
The only breeding ground
for this endangered
species is on Teuri Island. 

rhinoceros auklet
(order Charadriiformes
Alcidae)

rhinoceros auklet
(order Charadriiformes
Alcidae)

Japanese cormorant
(order Pelicaniformes
phalacrocoracidae)

Japanese cormorant
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black-tailed gull
(order Charadriiformes
Laridae)

black-tailed gull
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spectacled
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Alcidae)
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(order Charadriiformes
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pelagic cormorant
(order Pelicaniformes
phalacrocoracidae)

pelagic cormorant
(order Pelicaniformes
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Kabuto rockKabuto rock

Joro small rockJoro small rock

Byobu rockByobu rock
seabird observation houseseabird observation house
the 50x binoculars can be 
                used for no charge
the 50x binoculars can be 
                used for no charge

Watch out for vipers
in summer!!
Watch out for vipers
in summer!!
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Akaiwa
observation deck
Akaiwa
observation deck The ground is

pocked with
rhinoceros auklet
nests. 

The ground is
pocked with
rhinoceros auklet
nests. 
800,000 birds flock
to their nests at night
from June to July.

800,000 birds flock
to their nests at night
from June to July.

Kurosaki coastlineKurosaki coastline

Nunome Inn

tour busNunome Inn

tour bus

Yagishiritour bus

Yagishiritour bus

Sea urchin on rice
is a delicacy of Teuri. 
Sea urchin on rice
is a delicacy of Teuri. 
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operated by
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cooperative

limited hours:
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cooperative
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Ororon rentalOroron rental
Museum of
Local History
on the 2nd floor. 

Museum of
Local History
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Teuri PortTeuri Port

Shima-no-Yado
Daichi
Shima-no-Yado
Daichi
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Takeuchi
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Takeuchi

Umi no Uchukan
(Seabird Information Center)
Umi no Uchukan
(Seabird Information Center)
Teuri camping
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ground
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Kannonzaki
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The view is exceptional!The view is exceptional!

heart-shaped mark
on the cliff
heart-shaped mark
on the cliff

Itsukushima
Shrine
Itsukushima
Shrine

footpath
“Kacho-no-Michi“
footpath
“Kacho-no-Michi“ police stationpolice station

ShrineShrine

Teuri post officeTeuri post office

You can receive a Teuri proof
of arrival certificate here. 
You can receive a Teuri proof
of arrival certificate here. 

Herring fisherman’s lodge 
(entry not allowed)
Herring fisherman’s lodge 
(entry not allowed)

ChidorigauraChidorigaura

ToyohataToyohata

Kazu uraKazu ura

Tomi isoTomi iso

AikageAikage

MaehamaMaehama

Taka no SuTaka no Su

Nishi uraNishi ura

ToyosakiToyosaki

Taka no Su Park areaTaka no Su Park area
You can see the Teuri
           well from here.
You can see the Teuri
           well from here.

Teuri Island looks so close!Teuri Island looks so close!

He came to Japan on
an American whaling
ship in 1848.  

He came to Japan on
an American whaling
ship in 1848.  

Location where
Ranald MacDonald
first arrived
in Japan. 

Location where
Ranald MacDonald
first arrived
in Japan. ShoppingShopping
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Teuri and Yagishiri
are here
Teuri and Yagishiri
are here

Connect the maps!! Connect the maps!! 
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Yorozuya InnYorozuya Inn

    It is also included in the 100 best sceneries
in Islands of japan
    It is also included in the 100 best sceneries
in Islands of japan

Yew treesYew trees

Harbor sealHarbor seal
SheepSheep

Yagishiri Island TreasuresYagishiri Island Treasures

Hibarigaoka ParkHibarigaoka Park

Uguisu ValleyUguisu Valley

Yew trees grow
low to the ground
due here to the
wind and snow. 

Yew trees grow
low to the ground
due here to the
wind and snow. 
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camping ground

Cape Gome Cape Gome 

   Souvenirs
from Yagishiri
   Souvenirs
from Yagishiri
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marine algamarine alga
seaweedseaweed

preserved
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preserved
sand eels 
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Many rocks!Many rocks!
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Haboro Coast FerriesHaboro Coast Ferries

Express ferry Sun liner 2Express ferry Sun liner 2 Ororon 2Ororon 2

• Ororon 2: about 95 min.
• Sun liner 2: about 60 min.
• Ororon 2: about 95 min.
• Sun liner 2: about 60 min.

travel timestravel times

SuffolkSuffolk

to Haboroto Haboro
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Ferry
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• Ororon 2:
   about 60 min.
• Sun liner 2:
   about 35 min.

• Ororon 2:
   about 60 min.
• Sun liner 2:
   about 35 min.

travel timestravel times
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(Restaurant)
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Sato StoreSato Store

Shima no Kaasan
direct sales stand
Shima no Kaasan
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Yew treesYew trees

Built in 1900, this was the former
home of the Kona family.
It was designated as a tangible
cultural property of Hokkaido. 
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school ground
P.E. next to the ocean!
school ground
P.E. next to the ocean!

Yagishiri Jr. HighYagishiri Jr. High

tiger lily (Aug.)tiger lily (Aug.)an almost flat road
You can see the ocean
on both sides.

an almost flat road
You can see the ocean
on both sides.
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